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Novapoint 19.3x.FP1a
Release date: 09-10-2015
Known Issues
Links: Base | Road | Area Planning | Landscape | Terrain Design | Railway | Noise | Bridge Design | Tunnel | Water &
Sewer | District Heating | Road Signs | Road Marking | Land Acquisition Planner | Virtual Map | Reinforcement | Civil
Construction | Feature Catalog 1903 1.04 | Geotechnics | Easy Access |

Version 19.3x.FP1a
Corrections in NovapointDCM Base
●

Bug fixes

●

License: Borrow license in 19.35 is fixed.

●

Fixed a bug in cross section where features with volumes where not correctly drawn.

●

●

●

Import of GeoSuite projects (DBS-files): Several errors in the DBS-import is now corrected. For instance is the
situation with different bore hole investigations for boreholes at the same location now handled correctly in the
doublet control dialog.
Export of GeoSuite projects (DBS-filer): Several errors in the DBS-file export is now corrected.
Presentation of ground investigation boreholes in the section view: The boreholes with symbols and annotaion
are now shown correctly, even though the user change the vertical scaling factor.

Updates in Novapoint Railway
Alignment Design
We have fixed an error in reading of NYLP files. If description line 5 contained numbers, they were interpreted as a
vertical point.

Updates in Novapoint Tunnel
●

●

●

Merging of geology- and rock support registration tasks: If the rounds in the registration task that was merged
with the first registration task didn't exist in the shift log for the first registration task, then these blast
disappeared. This is now corrected.
Geology- and rock support registration tasks: If the user changes the loacation or other attributes for the
registrated items in later sessions, then these revised values were not always saved. This is now corrected.
Geology and rock support registration dialog: The changed drawing attributes were not saved if the user first
chose Save and then closed the dialog. This is now corrected.
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Updates in Water and Sewer
3D solid export
●

Diameter in first section drawn in all trenchsections.
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